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SOLOIST 
With 45 years of career in the theatre, Cañellas, Dean of the Catalan string-puppeteers, considered by international 
critics as one of the most able in Europe, performs as soloist a compendium of his production for string-puppet theatre 
and like a story of a long journey. 

With the perspective that gives us the time and experience, we wanted to recover of some of our previous shows, those 
scenes and ideas that worked better with our audience. Not for make a simple repetition, but with the will to play, to seek 
new possibilities, to deepen and keep experimenting, because, when placed in another context, they open new territories 
to explore. In conclusion, a trip by our previous works to recover sensations, ideas, situations and characters and 
compose a new puzzle with all those moments that we liked so much to share and so we thanked the audience 
everywhere. 

Award to the Best Animation at the “11th. World Festival of Puppet Art 2007” of Prague, Czech Republic. 

DESCRIPTION 
Festive show of medium format for one actor and six string-puppets. In English. 

For all audiences, with versions for children or families and for young and adults. Interior or exterior. 
Fixed on stage, or itinerant with a pedal tricycle. 

 
SYNOPSIS 

Seven funny, poetic, surprising stories, represented with six different marionettes, one at a time, with a common spirit: the 
verisimilitude of real life of the puppets. The actor and puppet animator acts, plays with them on stage. Sometimes he 
intervenes directly, by choice or because he is forced by the situation. In others, he "disappears" in focusing all the 
attention on the puppet. 

    



INTRODUCTION WITH MARIONETTE Symbolizes the discovery of the puppet-string and the beginning of the trip. From 
a suitcase, the actor pulls out a chair, after a wooden device that observes without knowing what it is for. In the 
meantime, from inside the suitcase appears a puppet that moves "autonomously". In his performance, all actions are 
aimed at displaying a basic principle of the marionette theater: the unstable equilibrium. 

JOHNNY DANCE, TAP DANCER A classic exercise in dance where the rhythm is the absolute protagonist. 

THE GRANDFATHER MANUEL WANTS TO DANCE ALSO Reaffirming the illusion of true autonomy of the puppets, the 
grandfather interrupts the normal development of the show, forcing the actor to allow his entry into the scene. An 
impressive dialogue based on the interaction of both. 

FELIX, THE FIREMAN CLOWN This is the most circus-like moment, in which the actor becomes the ringmaster and 
unintended comedy partner of the puppet. 

THE DREAM OF PIERROT A pantomime inspired by classical ballet where Pierrot tries to catch the stars by all physical 
means available to him, until he falls asleep exhausted and dreaming achieves its purpose. 

PEPITA RETUERTO "LA BAILAORA" A flamenco professional dancer, into an unrestrained "zapateado" with castanets. 

THE GRANDPA SKATER Apotheosis of the relationship between string-puppet and actor. The verisimilitude of the 
proposed theme in the show arrives here at their maximum quota. The friendly grandfather should learn to skate for 
actor's desire, becoming a real reflects of a child. 

   
CREDITS 

 Author, direction, actor and animation marionettes:  ......  Carles Cañellas  
  Stage manager and actress:  ......  Susanna Rodríguez  
  Design and construction marionettes and props:  ......  Carles Cañellas, Rocamora Teatre and Col·lectiu d'Animació 
  Dressmaking marionettes:  ......  Rocamora Teatre 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
 DURATION:  ... performance: 1h / stage set up (theatre lighting): 2h / (open air-no lighting): 1h / dismantling: 1h. 

 AUDIENCE:  ... from 2 years upward / maximum recommended capacity 300 people outdoor and 600 indoor 

 SCENIC SPACE:  ... can be performed indoor or outdoor and with or without interval / a platform is not required when 
the audience is arranged on tiers (banks) or in an amphitheater, but in case of parterre with 
more than 150 spectators, we need a podium or elevated stage approximately 80cm.  
optimal measures: width: 6m / depth: 6m  
indoor: height: 3m / proscenium: without footlights nor big mouldings on the stage floor front  
outdoor: wind-sheltered area 

 SOUND:  ... own sound equipment of 500w or connection to the P.A. of the space on stage 

 LIGHTING:  ... (indoors or night) is needed 6kw of frontal light + 1 backlight semi zenithal near to back-curtain 

 CURRENT:  ... power outlet on the stage / potency 2,5Kw/h + lighting. 

ITINERANT SOLOIST 
We moving for 1 hour with a pedal tricycle for an itinerary agreed before (without obstacles or steep inclines or declines), 
with stops of 5 to 10 minutes where we play some chosen sketches, depending on the route and the space of the stops. 

  



WHAT THE CRITICS HAVE WRITTEN: 

Crowded show  
Marionettes come to life in the FIA  
· The show Soloist, of the Spanish group Rocamora, was presented on Sunday in the Plaza de la Cultura in 
San Jose  
· The talent of the puppeteer Carles Cañellas makes it appear that the puppets are handled by themselves, 
as if he disappeared from the scene momentarily  
The art of giving life to the inanimate is a vocation that the European puppeteer Carles Cañellas has. With a joint 
strings and virtuous hands, this Catalan stages a street show of marionettes, be able to maintain without blinking 
for more than an hour adults and children.  
This is who were tested today at noon in the Plaza de la Cultura, where the puppet show Soloist, of the Rocamora 
Company from Barcelona, was presented. The show came to the Costa Rica as part of the cultural activities of the 
International Festival of Arts.  
What makes these marionettes so special? The difference with other puppets of its kind is that these characters 
are appropriate the stage by circuses acts, ballet, flamenco and other dances, performed with such perfection that 
it seems that the figure of the puppeteer disappears momently of the scene.  
Cañellas reminds us that he is on the stage only when calling their stars, which come out one by one from their 
suitcases. The first to appear is a tap dancer named Johnny, a likeable black marionette, who is one of those who 
show the most perfect technique.  
However, who wins the show is a marionette created by the Spanish that he calls only Grandpa, and despite his 
rheumatism, makes rumble the stage with his dance.  
Meanwhile, the esplanade of the Plaza de la Cultura looks very crowded. Some of those who pass by chance 
come to snoop on what keeps everyone so entertained. These bystanders end up staying, thus forgetting the 
chores of the day for a few minutes.  
Gifting culture. Part of the cultural contribution made by Carles Cañellas and his partner Susanna Rodríguez, who 
helps him on stage, is the presentation of a piece of ballet starring by a marionette with mime’s air, which he says, 
has been accompanying him on his travels since 1979.  
The piece takes the audience on a dramatic moment showing the exploits of a dancer to reach a star.  
After this act, comes the turn of the last puppet, who accompanies him on this trip to Costa Rica: a gypsy dancer, 
called Pepita, who plays the castanets and moves to the best style of the Andalusian flamenco.  
Soloist closes with the repetition on the stage with the Grandpa’s marionette, who takes the audience laughs at 
their attempts to learn to skate. This show ends when the artist behind the strings greets and expresses the hope 
that they do not pass another 20 years before to return to Costa Rica with their puppets.  
Ana Yancy Flores M.. LA NACIÓN. 04/14/2014 

 

SOLOIST 
ROCAMORA TEATRE  
“Soloist” of Carles Canellas was the one who started the official opening of the 8th International Puppet Theatre 
Festival “Pierrot 2013”. There is no doubt if it is the kind of a play, which successfully synthesizes and represents 
the puppet theatre that we all exude deep in our selves. The attitude (we could name it love) of the actor towards 
the puppet, the correlation between an actor and a puppet, and the life of the marionettes as a whole are the core 
of the play. A play, cleaned from everything needless, a play which fits in a trunk, a play, where the whole beauty of 
the puppetry is collected in one, on top of that performed only by one actor.  
Carles Cañellas shows his puppets to the audience in seven different acts, mixing shorts stories with dancing 
pieces. What makes this simple play so unique is the love towards the puppetry which Carles presents. In his 
hands, all puppets become alive, so alive that it is hard to talk about them as simple puppets. Actually when 
watching we forget that they are puppets. We meet up with real little people who dance, dream and have feelings. 
For the audience is like a personal live mirror, in front of which they get in the vortex. We could hear them breathing 
and when we see them how they relate with the actor, now we are sure that they are alive.  
Each of the characters has his own little story. It all begins with a puppet, which comes out of a suitcase. It leads us 
to an endless journey through the puppets’ world. When Johnny’s step dance is interrupted because of a technical 
problem, he decides to go up on the stage and show us what he is capable of. The audience is in rapture. And to 
prove the autonomy of the marionette, the grandfather forces his partner Carles to let him on the stage so he can 
get his minute of fame.  
We could also feel the fear of the clown Felix when he is balancing on a rope. Then it is the turn of Mendelssohn 
and Schumann and Pierrot who’s dreaming to reach the stars. He pursuits the stars in his dream - a dream full of 
tenderness. We could only stay quiet and share his rush towards the stars.  
And the flamenco dancer -Pepita Repuerto- gives her everything on the stage.  
The impressive dialogue between the actor and the puppet creates a sensation of things happening right now, 
unexpectedly. At the end, Carles turns the marionettes towards the audience so they can meet them closer, just 
before he puts them in the trunk until the next time.  
Teodora Kafedzhieva / Teodora Marginova.  
BULLETIN PIERROT #1. 09/24/2013 



 

The magic face of the Catalan marionettes charms in Como  
The puppeteer has given one of the most intense moments of the festival  
Marionettes of a prodigious agility and a summer evening outdoors. There were so many ingredients on the fourth 
edition of "Alla corte di Tavà", the Festival of Puppet Theatre that last night, has experienced one of his most 
intense moments. The program had already indicated "Soloist", the spectacle of the Rocamora Company of 
Barcelona, such an important event. To observe at Carles Cañellas operating with his marionettes arouses the 
emotion that is felt for a true master. The Catalan puppeteer shows a virtuosic, almost acrobatic technique, 
combined with a strong poetic sensibility. His puppets, from the cute little granddad on roller-skates to the 
exuberant flamenco dancer, to the poetic Pierrot, they looked living his own life. The audience’s attentiveness and 
the final applauses have emphasized the general appreciation.   
Sara Cerrato. LA PROVINCIA DI COMO. 24/06/2000 

 

Auteur Marionettes  
Appreciated Cañellas exhibition with the show "Soloist"  
Opening the festival was the company Rocamora with Soloist. It is about a marionette show of the Catalan 
animator Carles Cañellas. The structure is simple: using a diffuse formula, especially abroad, the show is 
composed by a sequence of «sketches», whose protagonists are the characters who interact with the puppeteer. It 
is a form that winks to the old variety show and that is lent from the art of «buskers», the street performers -
acrobats, fantasists, dancers, clowns-. Except that is performed with puppets, furthermore «at view». And here 
begins the difficulty, because if the structure is simple, the technical skill requested is remarkable. There is no a 
story in which to hold on or a curtain behind which to hide. The operator is alone, in front of the audience. From this 
point of view, Soloist is a show-assay of technique that should be filmed and shown in the animation schools, if 
there were in Italy. Cañellas conquers the audience, displays an exceptional dexterity giving to the marionettes 
movements almost humans. He plays with his own role, alternating moments where is involved in the action with 
his puppets with others where he limits to animate, literally «disappearing» from the public attention. He also 
touches the virtuosity, when one of the marionettes hides between her legs, and he continues moving it without to 
tangle a string or to lose the rhythm. It is a piece of cleverness comparable to when Gassman recited upside down 
the Hamlet's monologue at the Teatro Tenda in the 70s: but that one was virtuosity of exhibition, this is functional to 
the show. 
Pier Giorgio Nosari. L'ECO DI BERGAMO. 22/07/1997 

 

CONTACT ROCAMORA TEATRE: Carles Cañellas · Susanna Rodríguez 
info@rocamorateatre.com · www.rocamorateatre.com  

Carrer Manresa, 74. 08275 Calders (Barcelona) 
phones: (+ 34) 938 309 006 - 616 438 555 - 603 743 089 
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